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  Protect your HMI Against Damage Caused By 

Scratches and Gouges

 Removable and Repositionable

 Does Not Adversely Impact Touch Panel Operation

 3 or 5 qty per Package

Part Number 2511-5043 2511-5070 2511-5100 2511-5121 2511-5150

Height (X) 3.78”  
[96 mm]

5.157”  
[131 mm]

7.834”  
[199 mm]

8.563”  
[217.5 mm]

11.02”  
[280 mm]

Width (Y) 4.80”
[122 mm]

7.48”
[190 mm]

10.10”
[256.5 mm]

11.437”
[290.5 mm]

13.90”
[353 mm]

Corner Radius 0.0625”
[1.59 mm]

0.1562”
[3.97 mm]

0.1875”
[4.76 mm]

0.1875”
[4.76 mm]

0.2031”
[5.16 mm]

Packaging Qty 5 qty 5 qty 3 qty 3 qty 3 qty
Material 5 Mil Polyester Film with 3M® R3800™ Adhesive 

Notes

Specifications subject to change without notice
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How to Apply the Protective Screen to your Unit

1. Make sure the HMI screen is free of dust and fingerprints. Use a damp microfiber or lint-free cleaning 
cloth, or any cleaning wipes you might use for your laptop LCD display.

2. Remove the thin transparent backing from the protective screen. 
Note: Use your fingernail on one of the corners of the protective screen to separate the backing from 

the protective screen and peel it off. This exposes the adhesive side of the protective screen.

3. Install the protective screen over the unit overlay as follows:

a. Starting on one edge of the HMI screen, position the edge of the protective screen (with the 
adhesive side down) along the edge of the HMI screen.

b. Slowly apply the protective screen onto the overlay, while avoiding forming air bubbles under 
the film. This may be achieved with the use of a plastic card (e.g. gift card, credit card) to apply 
even pressure as you install the protective screen across the overlay. 

4. The protective screen may be removed and replaced as needed.
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